
L ETTE RS TO THE EDITOR

An investigation of the temperature and field de-
pendence of T» is now being made, together with a
study of the eGect of impurities and induced color
centers on this relaxation time. Audio-frequency spec-
troscopy is also contemplated.

elements of V» and V2. Thus the square of the matrix
element of V is not given by the sum of the squares of
the two parts, as is implied by Eq. (1), but contains an
interference term proportional to AZ which may dis-
tinguish between atoms of higher and lower valence.

(V)'= (V,)'+ (V )s'+ 2 (Vi) (Vs) . (3)
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&~II.UTE substitutional alloys, such as Zn in Cu,
have a temperature-independent component to

their electrical resistivity which is proportional to the
solute concentration. The attempt is usually made' to
describe the change in resistivity per atomic percent
addition, po, with the following parameters,

pe= a(B,Z)'+b,

where dZ is the valence diGerence between the host
material and the substitutional impurity, and where
u and b are quantities determined by properties of the
two atoms not involving their valence difference; and
are generally treated as being independent of position
in a given row of the periodic table. It is sometimes
considered that this form is made plausible by the
existing simple treatments of the dilute alloy problem, '
in which are treated separately the two cases where (1)
a valence diGerence exists, the scattering potential is
taken to be a shielded Coulomb potential, and only the
first term in Eq. (1) appears, and (2) the valence
difference is zero, and only the second term in Eq. (1)
occurs. In cases (1) and (2), the parameters tt and ft,

respectively, must of course be positive quantities. Then
the argument is made that in general both eftects will

occur simultaneously, so that one should add the two
terms. It seems to have been overlooked that even in
the simplest case interference occurs between these two

types of scattering, that a linear term in ~ will occur
in general, and that in fact it may be expected to be
sizable unless one of the other terms is also small.

That this is the case may be seen at once from the
procedure of calculating a resistivity change, which is
proportional to an average of the square of the matrix
element of the scattering potential between the initial
and fina1. states:

(2)

(The averaging process involves some angular weight-

ing factors which need not concern us here. ) If the
scattering potential V contains a term V» proportional
to the valence difference, such as (eAZ/r) exp( —ter),
and also another term V2 independent of hZ, deter-
mined by inner potentials and lattice strains, the matrix
element of V will be equal to the sum of the matrix

This term Lthe last in Eq. (3)j has a magnitude at least
as great as the smaller of the other two, and may have
either sign, so that the interference term may add to or
subtract from the resistivity.

Averaging Eq. (3) over angles, we obtain ((Vi)')&„
and ((Vs)')A„, which correspond to the first two terms in
Eq. (1), plus the linear term 2((Vi)(Us))&„which may
be of either sign. LSince (Vi) and (Vs) will in general
have different angular dependences it is possible that
the averaging process may tend to decrease the magni-
tude of the term linear in d,Z by accidental cancellation,
but this eBect may only be investigated in speci6c
cases by explicit calculations of the matrix elements
involved. ) The point made here is that Eq. (1) is not
justified by theoretical arguments, and also that it would
be surprising to find it capable of interpreting experi-
mental results.

The writer is indebted to Dr. E. I. Salkowitz for a
stimulating conversation on this subject.
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INDE'S rule' states that for dilute substitutional
- & alloys the increase in specific resistivity of a pure

metal due to small alloying additions is equal to a term
proportional to the square of the difference in valence
of the two elements concerned, plus a second term, or

hp/A =aDZ'+b,

where hp/A is the increase in specific resistivity per
atomic percent addition, hZ is the difference in valence
between the solute and solvent atoms, and a and 5
are constants. For convenience we define y=hp/A.
In Linde's work, the monovalent face-centered-cubic
metals, copper, silver, and gold, were the solvents. In
these cases, Linde found that the parameters a and b


